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Abstract: This paper reports the development and experimental evaluation

of an in-situ calibration algorithm of the misalignment mounting angle

matrix between the Strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) and Dop-

pler sensor which are practically used for accurate underwater navigation.

Most previously reported methods required the SINS to be aligned first to

output accurate attitude before the calibration. By separately treating the

body frame and the navigation frame attitude update, the algorithm in this

paper could be simultaneously carried out during the SINS attitude alignment

stage. Simulation and experiment results show that the calibration could be

done in 300 s and the position error during the navigation is less than 0.8% of

the voyage distance.
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1 Introduction

SINS is a self-contained navigation system which could continuously provide

position, velocity, and attitude information based on the vehicle’s angular rate

and linear acceleration measured by an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [1, 2]. For

the feature of self-contained and continuity of navigation information, the SINS

becomes a key navigation equipment for the underwater vehicles’ navigation [3, 4,

5, 6]. However, owing to the drift of the IMU measurements, a single SINS cannot

afford precise position and velocity for a long period of time without any aiding

methods. Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) which could offer accurate body frame

velocity based on Doppler shift is the most commonly used aiding source [7].

However there are always mounting angles between the SINS’s body frame and the

DVL’s body frame. The accuracy of DVL/INS integration will be reduced owing to

these mounting angles.

So, it is necessary to calibrate and compensate these mounting angles before a

navigation mission is operated. The common method is to transfer the position or

velocity information gathered from an aiding source such as Global Navigation

Satellite System (GNSS) into the SINS’s body frame according to the attitude. After

voyaging a certain distance, an enough signal noise ratio (SNR) between the travel

distance and the position error could be obtained [8]. And the mounting angles

between the SINS and DVL could be estimated through a Kalman filter [9] or a

least square error estimator [10]. The vertical position can be directly gathered from

a pressure sensor while the horizontal positions must be integrated from the

velocity. So, earlier works placed more emphasis on the vertical mounting angle

since this angle error produced the most horizontal velocity errors [11, 12]. Another

reason of only the vertical mounting angle is treated is the low SNR of the vertical

position channel since the vertical travel distance on the surface is small. With a

more precise position sensor as long-baseline (LBL) is introduced, Kinsey [13]

et al. improved the calibration accuracy and three dimensional mounting angle

errors were estimated.
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However, all these methods require the SINS to be aligned first to provide

accurate attitude information before the calibration. And the calibration’s accuracy

depends on the aligned attitude. Practically, the attitude errors of each alignment are

different according to the bias drift of the gyroscopes. Besides, the mounting angles

may be slightly changed between two missions. So it is better to calibrate the

mounting angles before each navigation mission. This paper based on the analysis

of the attitude update equation to propose a fast in-situ SINS and Doppler sensors

calibration algorithm which could be simultaneously carried out in the alignment

stage of the SINS. It means that the calibration does not require additional time. The

rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the problem in

mathematics. Section 3 proposes the calibration algorithm by separately treating

the body frame and the navigation frame attitude update. The performance of the

algorithm is evaluated with simulation in Section 4 and on-lake test in Section 5.

Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Problem statement

Defining e the Earth frame, i the nonrotating inertial frame, n the local level

navigation frame with east-north-up geodetic axes, b the strapdown inertial sensors’

body frame, d the DVL’s body frame, n0 the n frame with some errors, b0 the b

frame with some errors. The DVL’s velocity could be transferred into the n frame

through the following equation as

vnðtÞ ¼ CnðtÞ
bðtÞC

b
dv

dðtÞ ð1Þ
where vdðtÞ is the DVL’s velocity output, Cb

d is the mounting angle DCM which

should be estimated, CnðtÞ
bðtÞ is the attitude direction cosine matrix (DCM) from the b

frame to the n frame tracked by the SINS, it could be updated through the following

equation as [14]

_C
n

b ¼ Cn
b!

b
nb� ð2Þ

where !b
nb is the angular rate of the SINS in the b frame with respect to the n frame

defined as [14]

!b
nb ¼ !b

ib � Cb
n !n

ie þ !n
en

� � ð3Þ
!b
ib is the angular rate measured by the gyroscopes in the b frame, !n

ie is the angular

rate of the Earth’s rotation in the n frame, !n
en is the rotation angular rate of the n

frame with respect to the e frame, ð�Þ � is a skew symmetric matrix form of a cross-

product which satisfies a � b ¼ ða�Þ b.
Practically, owing to the gyroscopes’ errors, we could only get the attitude

DCM’s approach as Cn0
b . And since the mounting angle of each mission may be

changed, we could only get the mounting angle DCM’s approach as Cb0
d before the

calibration. So Eq. (1) should be modified as

vnðtÞ ¼ Cn
n0C

n0ðtÞ
bðtÞ C

b
b0C

b0
d v

dðtÞ ð4Þ
where Cn

n0 is the misalignment attitude DCM and Cb
b0 is the misalignment mounting

angle DCM. The angles contained in Cn
n0 and Cb

b0 are all small angles, so the

sequence of Cn
n0 and Cb

b0 in Eq. (4) can be swapped as
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vnðtÞ ¼ Cn0ðtÞ
bðtÞ C

n
n0C

b
b0C

b0
d v

dðtÞ ð5Þ
Since a roughly known mounting angle DCM could be obtained from previous

calibration, the goal is to estimate the DCM defined as

Cfix ¼ Cn
n0C

b
b0 ð6Þ

during the SINS’s alignment stage that Cn0ðtÞ
bðtÞ is inaccurate.

3 Calibration algorithm

Eq. (2) is the traditional attitude update equation. Nowadays, the attitude update

can be separately treated based on the DCM product chain rule as [14]

Cnðtþ�tÞ
bðtþ�tÞ ¼ Cnðtþ�tÞ

nðtÞ CnðtÞ
bðtÞC

bðtÞ
bðtþ�tÞ ð7Þ

The update method for Cnðtþ�tÞ
nðtÞ and CbðtÞ

bðtþ�tÞ is also proposed in [14]. If this rule

is applied in each update cycle, the attitude update equation can be written as

CnðtÞ
bðtÞ ¼ CnðtÞ

nð0ÞC
nð0Þ
bð0ÞC

bð0Þ
bðtÞ ð8Þ

The update equation for Cnð0Þ
nðtÞ and Cbð0Þ

bðtÞ [15] are

_C
nð0Þ
nðtÞ ¼ Cnð0Þ

nðtÞ !n
ie þ !n

en

� � � ¼ Cnð0Þ
nðtÞ!

n
in� ð9Þ

_C
bð0Þ
bðtÞ ¼ Cbð0Þ

bðtÞ!
b
ib� ð10Þ

Substituting Eq. (6) and (8) into Eq. (5) yields

Cbð0Þ
nð0ÞC

nð0Þ
nðtÞ v

nðtÞ ¼ Cbð0Þ
bðtÞCfixv

b0 ðtÞ ð11Þ
According to Eq. (6), Cfix is a small angle DCM. So the sequence of Eq. (11)

can be changed as

Cbð0Þ
nð0ÞC

nð0Þ
nðtÞ v

nðtÞ ¼ CfixC
bð0Þ
bðtÞ v

b0 ðtÞ ð12Þ
To utilize the GNSS position estimate, both sides of Eq. (12) can be integrated

to acquire

�ðtÞ ¼ Cfix�ðtÞ ð13Þ
where

�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

Cbð0Þ
nð0ÞC

nð0Þ
nð�Þv

nð�Þd� ð14Þ

�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

Cbð0Þ
bð�Þv

b0 ð�Þd� ð15Þ

For the equation like (13), Cfix can be uniquely solved by an optimization

method using the singular value decomposition (SVD) [16] as

Step 1: Calculate a 3 � 3 matrix as

H ¼
Xt=T
n¼1

�ðnTÞ�ðnTÞT ð16Þ

Step 2: Determine the SVD of H

H ¼ USVT ð17Þ© IEICE 2014
DOI: 10.1587/elex.11.20140994
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Step 3: Calculate Cfix

Cfix ¼
VUT if detðHÞ � 0

V � diagð1; 1;�1Þ � UT if detðHÞ < 0

(
ð18Þ

So the key is how to calculate �ðtÞ and �ðtÞ.
�ðtÞ is developed as

�ðtÞ ¼ R t
0
Cbð0Þ

nð0ÞC
nð0Þ
nð�Þv

nð�Þd� ¼ Cbð0Þ
nð0Þ

R t
0
Cnð0Þ

nð�Þ _p
nð�Þd�

¼ Cbð0Þ
nð0Þ Cnð0Þ

nð�Þp
nð�Þjt0 �

R t
0
_C
nð0Þ
nð�Þp

nð�Þd�
h i ð19Þ

Applying Eq. (9) into the integration part of Eq. (19) yieldsR t
0
_C
nð0Þ
nð�Þp

nð�Þd� ¼ R t
0
Cnð0Þ

nð�Þ!
n
in � pnð�Þd�

¼ PM�1

k¼0
Cnð0Þ

nðtkÞ
T
2
I þ T2

6
!n
in�

� �
!n
in � pn tkð Þ þ T

2
I þ T2

3
!n
in�

� �
!n
in � pn tkþ1

� �h i
ð20Þ

The derivation of Eq. (20) is similar with [15]. Then

�ðtÞ ¼ Cbð0Þ
nð0Þ

n
Cnð0Þ

nð�Þp
nð�Þjt0

� PM�1

k¼0
Cnð0Þ

nðtkÞ
T
2
I þ T2

6
!n
in�

� �
!n
in � pn tkð Þ þ T

2
I þ T2

3
!n
in�

� �
!n
in � pn tkþ1

� �h io
ð21Þ

The calculation method for �ðtÞ is also similar in [15] as

�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

Cbð0Þ
bð�Þv

b0 ð�Þdt ¼
XM�1

k¼0
Cbð0Þ

bðtkÞ

Z tkþ1

tk

CbðtkÞ
bðtÞ v

b0 ð�Þdt ð22Þ

whereR tkþ1
tk

CbðtkÞ
bðtÞ v

b0 ð�Þdt � R tkþ1
tk

I þ R t
tk
!b
ibd�

� �
�

� �
vb

0 ð�Þdt
¼ �p1 þ �p2 þ 1

2
��1 þ ��2ð Þ � �p1 þ �p2

� � þ 2
3
��1 � �p2 þ �p1 � ��2
� �

ð23Þ
�p1, �p2, ��1, and ��2 are the incremental position and angle described as

�p1 ¼
R T=2
0

vb
0
dt

�p1 þ �p2 ¼
R T
0
vb

0
dt

ð24Þ

��1 ¼
R T=2
0

!b
ibdt

��1 þ ��2 ¼
R T
0
!b
ibdt

ð25Þ

For �ðtÞ and �ðtÞ, all the parameters can be computed during the SINS’s attitude

alignment stage except Cnð0Þ
bð0Þ. It means that the algorithm does not need back

tracking if Cnð0Þ
bð0Þ could be obtained. CnðtÞ

bðtÞ is gradually approaching its true value

during this stage [17]. And a reasonable CnðtÞ
bðtÞ could be obtained when the alignment

is finished. It takes about 300 s for a navigation grade SINS to finish the in-motion

attitude alignment. 300 s is enough for the calibration. So, Cnð0Þ
bð0Þ could be achieved

according to the inverse of Eq. (8) as
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Cnð0Þ
bð0Þ ¼ Cnð0Þ

nðtÞC
nðtÞ
bðtÞC

bðtÞ
bð0Þ ð26Þ

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the calibration algorithm. With the new calibration

algorithm, the misalignment mounting angle could be gathered when Cnð0Þ
bð0Þ is

obtained. So the mounting angle calibration stage does not need additional time.

4 Simulation results

Two simulations are carried out in this section to examine the performance of the

calibration algorithms.

The simulations’ base latitude is 30 deg. The pitch, roll, and heading are

sinusoid waves with random magnitude and frequency within 10 deg and 1Hz.

The trajectory is a line with random velocity around 1m/s. The trajectory is on the

surface, so the vertical channel performances a �1m vibration within 1Hz.

The first simulation lasts for 300 s. Error free sensors are used in the first

simulation. Misalignment mounting angles and misalignment attitude are added to

the simulation. Table I and Table II show the estimate and compensation results.

Since the misalignment mounting angles are small, Table I only shows the

condition of less than 6 deg. It is clear that the misalignment mounting angles could

Fig. 1. Scheme of the calibration algorithm.

Table I. Estimate and compensation results of misalignment mounting
angles

Misalignment mounting angles (deg) Position errors (m)

x y z Before After
ideal estimate ideal estimate ideal estimate compen- compen-

error error error sation sation

0 0.004 0 0.008 0 0.006 0.07 0.005
0.5 0.011 0.5 0.047 0.5 0.002 6 0.17
1 0.028 1 0.105 1 0.002 12 0.35
3 0.121 3 0.348 3 0.009 36 1.1
6 0.325 6 0.745 6 0.010 73 2.1
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be estimated. The residual errors are only about 10% of the original errors, and 97%

of the position errors are compensated. For a navigation grade SINS, the heading

error should be smaller than 2 deg, the pitch and roll errors are about tenth of the

heading error. So Table II only gives the results that the heading errors are less than

6 deg. The results are similar to Table I.

The second simulation imitates the attitude alignment stage and navigation

stage of a SINS. Sensor errors are considered in the second simulation. They are

gyroscopes drift: within 0.2 deg/h, gyroscopes noise: 0.9 deg/h/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, accelerom-

eters bias: within 1 � 10�4 g, accelerometers noise: 2 � 10�4 g/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, DVL long

term error: 1.5% of voyage velocity, DVL noise: standard variance 0.02m/s, GNSS

position accuracy: �3m. And misaligned mounting angle errors are random values

within 1.5 deg.

For the first 300 s, a GNSS aided in-motion alignment [17] is carried out. The

mounting angle calibration process is also presented in this stage. Then, navigation

is processed to evaluate the calibration effect. The simulation runs 100 times. Fig. 2

demonstrates the average navigation errors.

Before compensation, the horizontal position error reaches 11:0 � 6:5m when

the vehicle travels 300 s (about 300m). It equals to 3:6 � 2:2% of voyage distance.

Table II. Estimate and compensation results of SINS misalignment
attitude angles

SINS misalignment attitude angles (deg) Position errors (m)

pitch roll heading Before After
ideal estimate ideal estimate ideal estimate compen- compen-

error error error sation sation

0 0.004 0 0.008 0 0.006 0.07 0.005
0.05 0.008 0.05 0.018 0.5 0.022 5 0.12
0.1 0.011 0.1 0.037 1 0.025 11 0.25
0.3 0.014 0.3 0.122 3 0.042 33 0.74
0.6 0.013 0.6 0.275 6 0.063 67.1 1.44

Fig. 2. Average navigation errors before and after the mounting angle
error calibration. Dashed lines are its 1� envelop.
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While after compensation, the horizontal position error is 2:1 � 3:8m which equals

to 0:7 � 1:3% of voyage distance. It is at least 2 times better than the uncompen-

sated condition.

While for the vertical channel, the results are bad. This is because the SNR of

the vertical channel is low since the vehicle is traveling on the surface. There are

few travel distance. In order to prove it, we add a vertical motion to the simulation.

The vertical motion’s speed is about 0.35m/s. And the results are displayed in

Fig. 3. With vertical motion added, the errors of the vertical channel are signifi-

cantly decreased from �1:8 � 19:8m to �1:3 � 3:8m. And the horizontal position

errors are also decreased from 2:1 � 3:8 to 1:6 � 0:9m.

It is clear from the simulation results that a higher accuracy needs high SNR in

both horizontal and vertical channels. So the best way for the mounting angle

calibration/SINS attitude alignment is to use a positioning sensor such as LBL

which could provide position information underwater. Otherwise, the vertical

channel’s position errors would be large. Practically the vertical channel’s position

can also be gathered from a pressure sensor. It is acceptable to use a GNSS as an

aiding sensor since the horizontal position errors are still small. So only a GPS was

used in the experiment in the next section.

5 Experimental results

The calibration experiment data was collected in the Thousand Islands Lake in

Zhejiang Province. The sensors used for the experiment are listed as

1) SINS: The IMU contains four fiber optics gyroscopes (bias instability:

0.2 deg/h) and four quartz accelerometers (bias: 1 � 10�4 g). The sensor

sample rate is 100Hz.

2) DVL: Long term accuracy: 1.5% of the voyage distance. The original data

output rate is 4–5Hz.

3) GPS: Position accuracy: 3m. The data output rate is 5Hz. The GPS is used as

an aiding sensor during the SINS attitude alignment/mounting angle calibra-

tion stage and a standard during the navigation stage for the results compar-

ison.

Fig. 3. Average navigation errors after vertical motion added. Dashed
lines are its 1� envelop.
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Fig. 4 shows the experiment setup. The GPS is installed on the top of the

vehicle, and the SINS and DVL are fixed under water. A roughly known mounting

angle DCM Cb0
d was already obtained according to the mechanical structure design.

The vehicle’s voyage velocity is around 1m/s during the experiment.

The trajectory of the vehicle is displayed in Fig. 5. Two calibrations were done

in the whole voyage. Each calibration includes a 300 s mounting angle calibration

stage (the blue and red dashed lines) and a 1200 s navigation stage (the blue and red

solid lines). A GPS aided SINS attitude alignment [17] is also done during the

mounting angle calibration stage. And during the navigation stage, the GPS signals

are blocked to the navigation system to evaluate the performance of the DVL aided

navigation after calibration. Besides, Calibration 1 also includes a comparison

between the new algorithm and a traditional algorithm proposed in [10]. The

traditional algorithm needs additional attitude alignment time. In order to make the

start point of each calibration algorithm the same, this alignment is carried out

before the calibration shown in the green dashed lines. It means that the traditional

algorithm requires more time before the navigation system could enter the normal

navigation mode.

Fig. 5. The route of the vehicle.

Fig. 4. Experiment setup with a SINS, a DVL, and a GPS.
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Fig. 6 and Table III demonstrate the navigation results of the first calibration.

The final position error is 27.9m before compensation. And the error after

compensation is 5.5m for the new algorithm and 9.7m for the traditional algorithm

which equals to 0.5% and 0.8% of the voyage distance. The results show that both

the new algorithm and the traditional algorithm could effectively complete the

calibration and compensation task, while the new algorithm could save much time

since the new algorithm can be simultaneously carried out during the attitude

alignment stage.

Fig. 6. Navigation results of the first calibration.

Table III. Statistics of the first calibration

Position error (m) Position error Time before
Max Average /voyage distance navigation (s)

Before compensation 27.9 16.4 2.3% 300
After compensation

5.5 2.3 0.5% 300
(new algorithm)

After compensation
9.7 3.1 0.8% 600

(traditional algorithm)

Fig. 7. Navigation results of the second calibration.© IEICE 2014
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Fig. 7 and Table IV show the navigation results of the second calibration. We

manually added 5 deg of misalignment mounting angles to this calibration. The

compensation effect is more obvious in this calibration. The final position error

reaches 115m before compensation. And the max error after compensation is only

9.1m which equals to 0.8% of the voyage distance.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new approach to solve the mounting angle calibration

problem in Doppler sensors aided underwater navigation. By separately treating

the body frame and the navigation frame attitude update, the new algorithm could

be carried out during the SINS attitude alignment stage that an accurate attitude is

still not available. Simulation and experiment results show that the new algorithm

could effectively identify the misalignment mounting angles and misalignment

attitude in 300 s. It means that the calibration and SINS attitude alignment could be

performed simultaneously. And the position errors during the navigation is less than

0.8% of the voyage distance.
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